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Executive Summary

Employment and training policy in Canada has undergone considerable reform in 
the past fi fteen years. The devolution to provinces of programming funded by the 
Employment Insurance program that began in 1996 represents a dramatic change. 
Nevertheless, governance problems—in a policy domain where the federal government 
spends $3.4 billion annually—remain. Based on our analysis of past experience as well 
as other policy areas, we propose modifi cations to governance that will lead to stronger 
policy to sustain Canada’s workforce development system. Our governance model has 
four features. First, the creation of a national agency: The Canadian Labour Market 
Information Agency. This body would be charged with improving the quality, transpar-
ency and usefulness of labour market information, reporting and analysis. Second, a 
reformed and expanded Forum of Labour Market Ministers with the mandate to act as 
a multilateral, pan-Canadian intergovernmental forum responsible for the collective 
determination of all aspects of employment and training policy in Canada. Third, the 
consolidation of the existing separate bilateral federal-provincial agreements into one 
comprehensive agreement between the federal government and each province. In other 
words, each province would have only one labour market agreement with the federal 
government, with a common set of accountability and reporting requirements. Fourth, 
as part of the consolidation of agreements, and in keeping with greater multilateral 
decision-making, the federal government would transfer responsibility to the provinces 
for programs for youth and persons with disabilities, and provinces would accept and 
support an enhanced federal role in areas such as research, comparative benchmarking 
and pan-Canadian reporting.
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S
ince 1940 Canada’s unemployment insurance program has provided the fi rst line 
of defence for many workers who lose their jobs and require replacement income 
support. From the very beginning the program has included an active measures 
component, with the understanding that preparing the unemployed to return to work 

is an essential—if not the paramount—role of a short term income support scheme for working 
age adults.

In 1996, in conjunction with a major reform to the program—including a rebranding as Em-
ployment Insurance or EI—the Government of Canada offered to devolve responsibility for 
active measures for recipients of federal employment insurance benefi ts to interested provin-
cial  governments.1 Although active measures could be provincially delivered, federal offi ces 
would continue to deliver passive income support. The federal offer was triggered by a desire 
to demonstrate ‘fl exible federalism,’ particularly in response to Quebec sovereignty demands. 
Decentralization and the enhanced local governance of employment and skills policy had also 
been promoted by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) as a 
key mechanism to boost economic growth and to create jobs (OECD, 2003). 

Devolution of active measures was realized through largely similar bilateral Labour Market 
Development Agreements (LMDAs) between the Government of Canada and each province. 
These agreements transferred federal staff, assets and funding to provincial governments in 
exchange for their commitment to design and deliver what are called in the federal EI legisla-
tion ‘Employment Benefi ts and Support Measures’ or EBSMs. It took a decade-and-a-half for 
all 13 jurisdictions to enter into individual bilateral agreements with the Government of Canada 
on devolved LMDAs.2 The last agreement with the Yukon Territory was implemented in 2010. 
In addition to LMDAs, the Government of Canada has also negotiated different bilateral agree-
ments with provincial governments to provide active measures for non-EI clients, disabled 
persons and older workers. As a result, there are now relatively symmetrical active measures 
programs for most client groups available across Canada, governed by 49 bilateral federal-
provincial agreements using four different agreement templates.3 Some of these programs are 
funded through employer and employee contributions to the Employment Insurance account, 
others through general tax revenues.
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Increasing human capital and returning the unemployed (or underemployed) to the workplace 
is critical to the success of an economy and nation. Arguably, employment and training policy—
rather than passive income support—is the cornerstone of the EI program. Driven by constitu-
tional politics, over the past 15 years the Government of Canada and all provincial governments 
have agreed to a dramatic decentralization of active labour market measures. Yet pan-Canadian 
arrangements to ensure coordination, coherence and mutual learning between governments 
have remained completely static. Although each province may report to and engage with its 
own citizens, there is limited research, reporting and ways to assess overall program effective-
ness.

Ensuring that governance of this policy area is improved and strengthened—whether programs 
are funded by the EI program or from other government sources—is essential if Canada is to 
have a workforce that is educated, skilled and fl exible (Wood and Klassen, 2009: 267). This pa-
per suggests improvements that could be made to the governance of employment and training 
policy. It does not examine governance arrangements for active measures within each province, 
nor does it address governance issues related to the income support part of the EI program 
(called EI Part 1). 

We begin by outlining the current governance of active measures programming in Canada, 
how these arrangements have evolved over time and the problems that have been identifi ed 
post-devolution. In order to shed light on alternative governance models and help us to bet-
ter understand how the current system works, we take a comparative approach. First we look 
at how employment policy is governed in two very different political systems—the European 
Union (EU) and the United States (US). These were selected as, like Canada, both represent 
large, complex and mature multilevel governance systems. Then we consider how other policy 
sectors in Canada are governed, focusing specifi cally on the Canada Pension Plan and the 
pan-Canadian Public Health Network. These were chosen as both demonstrate promising 
practices in terms of non-government participation and federal-provincial cooperation. The 
fi ve governance systems identifi ed are compared, drawing out potential lessons for Canadian 
employment and training policy. The paper concludes by proposing an alternative governance 
model for employment and training policy. 

Background

There is no mention of labour market policy in the division of powers under the British North 
America Act. Provincial governments are responsible for education (including training) and 
social services (including last resort social assistance). Ottawa has responsibility for overall 
macro-economic policy, as well as, since a 1940 constitutional amendment, exclusive jurisdic-
tion over a contributory unemployment insurance scheme.4 In the 1950s and 1960s as the 
modern welfare state was established, the federal government also began to develop a broad 
range of active measures for individuals who were not eligible for unemployment insurance 
(UI), such as youth, aboriginal persons, older workers, recent immigrants and others. The fed-
eral spending power was also used to fund the expansion of provincial social services program-
ming and purchase training for UI clients. In the 1970s many provinces also started to provide 
active measures using provincial funding, perceiving gaps in federal programming, or a need to 
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strengthen provincial programs viewed as necessary for economic growth. They also entered 
into the policy domain due to concerns over rising social assistance caseloads and costs, which 
could be reduced with more programs to return social assistance recipients to the workforce.

As a result, a patchwork of programs arose, some federally funded (but often delivered by local 
agencies), others federally funded but provincially delivered, and yet others funded and deliv-
ered by provincial governments. The 1996 shift in governance that began with the LMDAs was 
an attempt to rationalize training policy and make it more responsive to provincial and local 
needs. This rationalization was initially sought as part of the Charlottetown and Meech Lake 
agreements, but with the failure of constitutional reform administrative re-alignment was used 
instead. 

Active employment measures in Canada today are a combination of federal and provincial pro-
grams, some of which are charged to the EI account (funded solely by employer and employee 
contributions) and some of which are funded through federal general tax revenues, referred to 
as the Consolidated Revenue Fund (CRF). Table 1 provides an overview of active employment 
measures programming and the federal funding allocations in 2008/09 that are considered to 
be within the scope of this project. 

Table 1 Active Employment Measures and Funding 2008/09

Program Name

Funding / 

Allocation 

Source

Control Comments

Labour Market 
Development 
Agreements 
(LMDA)

$1939.7 M (EI) Federal-pro-
vincial

Provides labour market adjustment 
services for clients with an EI at-
tachment. Designed and delivered 
by provincial governments. Inde-
terminate funding.

Pan-Canadian 
programming 

$68.2 M (EI) Federal Provides funding for labour market 
partnerships and research & inno-
vation. All programs are federally 
designed and delivered (Canada, 
2010: 59). 

Aboriginal Skills 
and Employment 
Training Strategy 
(ASETS)

$94.0 M (EI)
$257.6 M (CRF)

Federal-ab-
original

Provides labour market adjustment 
interventions for Aboriginal Ca-
nadians. Delivery by 80 Aboriginal 
organizations across Canada.

Targeted Initia-
tive for Older 
Workers (TIOW)

$35 M (CRF) Federal-pro-
vincial

Provides labour market adjustment 
services for unemployed older 
workers. Designed and delivered 
(and partially funded) by provincial 
governments. Agreements expire 
2012.
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Program Name

Funding / 

Allocation 

Source

Control Comments

Labour Market 
Agreement for 
Persons with 
Disabilities 
(LMAPD)

$217 M (CRF) Federal-pro-
vincial

Provides employment services 
and supports for disabled persons. 
Designed and delivered (and par-
tially funded) by provincial govern-
ments. Ongoing funding.

Labour Market 
Agreements 
(LMA)

$500 M (CRF) Federal-pro-
vincial

Provides labour market adjustment 
interventions for non-EI clients. 
Designed and delivered by pro-
vincial governments. Agreements 
expire 2014.

Aboriginal Skills 
and Employment 
Partnership

$30 M (CRF) Federal-ab-
original

Provides labour market adjust-
ment interventions for Aboriginal 
Canadians. Delivered in partner-
ship with other organizations and 
provincial governments.

Youth Employ-
ment Strategy 
(YES)

$232 M (CRF) Federal Provides labour market adjustment 
interventions for youth. Designed 
and delivered by the federal gov-
ernment through contractual 
arrangements with private and not-
for-profi t service providers.

Opportunities 
Fund (OF)

$30 M (CRF) Federal Provides employment services for 
disabled Canadians. Designed and 
delivered by the federal govern-
ment through contractual arrange-
ments with private and not-for-
profi t service providers.

Total

$2101.8 M (EI)
$1301.6 M (CRF)
$3403.4 M (total)

79 per cent of programs are under 
provincial design & delivery, 11 per 
cent are under aboriginal adminis-
tration, and 10 per cent are under 
sole federal control. 62 per cent of 
programming is funded through 
the EI account, 38 per cent through 
CRF.

As part of the 2009 Economic Action Plan, the Government of Canada also made new time-lim-
ited funding of approximately $900 million in 2009-10 available for labour market adjustment 
until 2011 (an increase of 26 per cent of the base funding). This funding has now ended.  

Table cont.
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Problems with Current Governance Arrangements

The devolution of program design and delivery for active measures has led to positive out-
comes in the governance of this policy domain. It has provided provincial governments with 
signifi cantly greater fl exibility to match programming to local conditions, thereby improving 
the effectiveness of labour market programming. Those involved with the sector believe that 
provincial governments (and their regional and local offi ces) have the necessary leadership 
and capacity to provide citizens and employers with the services they require (Wood, 2010: 
69). It has also restored harmony in federal-provincial relations in the sector, a very signifi cant 
accomplishment. However, three major sets of governance problems remain. First is executive 
dominance along with weak federal-provincial coordination that results in limited opportunity 
for stakeholders or citizens to participate on a pan-Canadian basis. Second is a lack of transpar-
ency and reporting, as well as comparative research and processes to facilitate mutual learn-
ing. Third is a continued fragmentation and residual incoherence, making accountability and 
program management diffi cult. We analyze each of these problems below. 

Executive Dominance and Weak Federal-Provincial Coordination

The Employment Insurance Act of 1996 is the prime federal legislation that authorizes and 
controls the federal-provincial LMDAs and other active measures programs charged to the EI 
account. The non-EI funded programming in Table A is governed by federal policy parameters 
via the annual budget process. Federal executives in consultation with federal politicians 
decide how much money is to be made available, how it is to be distributed between provinces, 
overall strategic priorities and directions, the nature of the individual agreements, and outcome 
indicators for each agreement. There is no over-arching pan-Canadian organizing framework 
collectively agreed to that binds the whole together, nor a public process involving debate 
between federal and provincial legislators or the public at large. 

Each bilateral funding agreement has been negotiated at the executive level between the 
federal government and each provincial government. Within the context of the accountability 
provisions contained in each agreement, each province then decides 1) how it will structure 
the federally funded programs and whether specifi c provincial legislation is required; 2) how 
the federal programs will relate to provincial programs; 3) to what degree and how non-gov-
ernment actors will be involved; and 4) how provincial citizens will be informed. Unlike other 
social policy programs (e.g. health and post-secondary education), the federal funding provided 
to provinces for active measures is largely conditional, in that provinces must adhere to the 
provisions of the applicable bilateral agreement; however, there are limited mechanisms for 
calling a province that does not conform to the terms of a particular agreement to account. 

The Canada Employment Insurance Commission is the only means for stakeholders (specifi -
cally business and labour) to directly infl uence EI program policy. The commission has four 
members—the chairperson and vice-chairperson are senior Government of Canada offi cials, 
while the other two Commissioners represent the interests of workers and employers. These 
commissioners are appointed following informal and ad hoc consultation with their respective 
communities (unions and employers). That this consultation is informal and ad hoc means the 
commissioners are largely selected by the federal government. Furthermore, the commission-
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ers are prohibited from holding any other offi ce or employment, making them full-time civil 
servants. Consequently, these two stakeholder representatives, without staff or other resources, 
have to date played a marginal role in EI policy-making. 

There are many pan-Canadian as well as provincial organizations that from time to time 
express an interest in employment and training issues (for example the Canadian Labour 
Congress, the Canadian Association of Manufacturers and Exporters, the Canadian Association 
of Small Business, the Canadian Association of Universities and Colleges, national aboriginal 
organizations). Employer groups in particular often argue that using the EI account for active 
measures fragments the purpose of the EI program (Pal, 1983). However, there is no ongoing or 
permanent institutional process or structure to bring these organizations together or mobilize 
them around specifi c concerns. 

One explanation for the exclusion of many stakeholders is the dismal experience of the cor-
poratist arrangements of the 1990s. When the Government of Canada was fully in charge of 
EI-funded active employment measures, in an effort to foster corporatism, it increased the 
involvement of business and industry by establishing the Canadian Labour Force Develop-
ment Board in 1991 to allow business, labour and other social partners to develop policy. 
These corporatist boards, also established in most provinces, were largely abandoned a few 
years later as the lack of consolidated labour and business organizations in Canada (unlike in 
Europe,  from where this model derived) made it impossible for the boards to reach consensus 
(Klassen, 2000; Sharpe and Haddow, 1997).5 In part due to the failure of the national board, the 
Government of Canada has established 37 national sector councils and related organizations for 
business, labour and professional groups to address human resource issues within their oc-
cupational sector; however, these have not forged formal linkages with provincial governments 
which now substantially control the Canadian workforce development system.

Notwithstanding devolution, the pan-Canadian institutional mechanisms that bring govern-
ments together on active measures have remained unaltered. The Forum of Labour Market 
Ministers (FLMM) was set up in 1983 and then formalized in 1993 to promote inter-jurisdic-
tional cooperation on a wide variety of labour market issues. Three offi cials’ working groups—
labour market information, labour mobility and career development—are active and promising 
practices workshops have been held from time to time; however, post-devolution there have 
been fewer meetings of the broader forum, and limited ministerial engagement.6  There is 
little, if any, structured involvement in the FLMM from legislators, aboriginal organizations, 
social partners, civil society or municipal governments. The FLMM is co-chaired by the federal 
government and a lead province where the lead rotates every two years on an east-to-west 
basis. A modest, provincially-managed, co-funded secretariat provides support, however the 
forum has no strategic policy capacity and in the past has not proven to be a locus of substan-
tial federal-provincial negotiation. From time to time special commissions are put in place to 
examine labour market issues—for example, a special advisory panel of fi ve members on labour 
market information was established in 2008 by federal-provincial labour market ministers and 
reported in 2009.7 A key recommendation of the Advisory Panel on Labour Market Informa-
tion was to adjust the FLMM governance structure, by including an enhanced secretariat and a 
renewed relationship with Statistics Canada and the Council of Ministers of Education Canada. 
To date there has been no government response to these recommendations.
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Lack of Transparency, Reporting and Comparative Research 

In regard to labour market information, the Advisory Panel identifi ed basic information gaps, 
parallel but separate and fragmented federal-provincial universes, a lack of public awareness 
about the importance of labour market information, and non-user friendly information. The 
only national report that is produced in Canada on employment policy is the annual EI Moni-
toring and Assessment Report, which provides little information on how services have changed 
under the LMDAs and cautions readers that interjurisdictional comparisons may be misleading 
due to differences in programming and labour market conditions. Dawkins concludes that this 
report is “vague to the point of being useless” (2009: 12).

The 49 bilateral federal-provincial agreements that govern active labour market policy have an 
array of differentiated accounting requirements. Reporting is problematic not only for provin-
cial governments, who resist reporting to Ottawa in principle, segmented reporting also makes 
it gruelling for citizens and stakeholders to hold their governments collectively to account, 
as each province reports separately on each agreement, often at different times (Graefe and 
Levesque, 2008). Although the federal government posts provincial LMA and LMAPD reports 
on their departmental website, many are missing or incomplete. There are no pan-Canadian 
reports. As a result, it is very diffi cult for Canadians to determine the results achieved for 
the almost $2.7 billion provided by the Government of Canada to provincial governments for 
employment and training programs.

With respect to research and information exchange for mutual learning, activities on a pan-
Canadian basis are limited. Although the Labour Market Information Working Group and 
the Career Development Services Working Group under the FLMM maintain public websites 
related to the development and delivery of labour market information and career development 
services, they are not kept up to date.8 Post-devolution ‘best practices’ workshops have been 
held on occasion on selected aspects of labour market policy; however these workshops were 
only open to government offi cials. The federal government does undertake evaluations and 
post results and facilitate exchange of research among academics through the Canadian Labour 
Market and Skills Researchers Network; however, there is limited provincial engagement in this 
federal dominated process. Until 2010, Canada also funded a Work and Learning Knowledge 
Centre of the Canadian Council on Learning that brought together more than 90 organizations 
in a consortium to identify and capture existing knowledge on workplace learning. However, 
federal funding for this network was discontinued in 2009. Many provinces refused to partici-
pate, viewing federal involvement as intrusion on provincial jurisdiction over education. 

Fragmentation and Incoherence

As outlined in Table 1, of the $3.4 billion spent annually by the federal government on active 
labour market programming, 79 per cent of program expenditures are under provincial design 
and delivery, 11 per cent are under aboriginal administration, and 10 per cent are under sole 
federal control. 62 per cent of current programming is funded through the EI account, and 
38 per cent through CRF. No consolidated information is available on the degree to which 
provincial revenues fund active measures, as this varies from one province to another. Wood 
estimated the federal contribution to support employment programming in Alberta as covering 
50 per cent of the costs, whereas in New Brunswick it was 85 per cent (2010: 36 and 50).
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The $2.7 billion in federal money that is transferred to provincial governments each year fl ows 
through four separate agreements, each with its own client target group, accountability frame-
work, and funding formula. This leads to a fragmented system that is very diffi cult to under-
stand, let alone manage. For the LMDA funding was initially allocated through a formula based 
on a standardized set of labour market objectives, adjusted in relation to the impact of the 
overall 1996 EI reforms.9 LMA funding is distributed between provinces on a per capita basis. 
In neither of these agreements is a provincial contribution required; this contrasts with the 
TIOW and LMAPD agreements where provincial matching funds are required. The one-time 
funding that was made available between 2009 and 2011 in response to the economic downturn 
was distributed based on each jurisdiction’s share of the unemployed.

The four agreements plus the additional funding made available in response to the economic 
downturn have different funding allocation formulas. Moreover, there is no multilateral 
federal-provincial negotiation process open for citizens to discern how much federal money 
is on offer or how these funds are distributed between provinces. Indeed, there is very little 
public information available on any part of this process. Determining how much money is being 
transferred to each province requires a detailed review of federal and provincial press releases,  
that have been issued over various points in time. Since this is federal money, the Government 
of Canada determines the rules according to their priorities and available funds, both in the EI 
account and in the federal Consolidated Revenue Fund. 

Despite devolution of federal programming to provinces that began in 1996, some incoherence 
remains. Although the 2007 federal budget outlined a new labour market training architec-
ture that “clarifi ed roles and responsibilities and recognized that provinces were best placed 
to design and deliver [labour market] programming” (Canada Department of Finance, 2007: 
212-15), the federal government continues to directly design and deliver their own programs 
for youth (through the Youth Employment Strategy) and disabled persons (through the Op-
portunities Fund). There is no formal process for federally-funded programs for aboriginal 
persons through the Aboriginal Skills and Employment Strategy program to be coordinated 
with provincial programming, drawing on the expertise of provincial governments which are 
now substantially responsible for the policy domain.

Although the 2007 budget offered to explore the feasibility of transferring federal youth, 
older worker and disability programming to the provinces, there has been no action to date 
nor, according to federal offi cials, are any plans underway (Wood 2010). In the same vein, 
provincial governments have been unwilling to discuss a greater federal role in non-devolved 
areas, for example facilitating improved labour market information and research, and promot-
ing consistency of programming across the country. While decentralization enhances many 
programme outcomes, not everything needs to be decentralized. Mosely (2009) highlights 
potential negative effects of decentralization, such as problems in performance accountability 
due to the number of organizations involved, and diffi culties in achieving standardization in 
labour market and performance data. Decentralization may also confl ict with notions of equal 
citizenship and equal application of the law, especially within countries with a strong tradition 
of social rights. Despite devolution, in some matters federal and provincial actors, in effect, 
remain competitors (not collaborators) as they continue to seek jurisdictional supremacy, tax 
resources, and the approval of the public as it relates to employment and training policy. 
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In summary, the governance areas that need to be addressed are: i) reducing executive (espe-
cially federal) dominance and providing a place for other actors to provide input; ii) increasing 
transparency, research and opportunities for mutual learning; and iii) reducing fragmentation 
and the remaining incoherence in the sector. 
 

Alternative Governance Models

Governance is not synonymous with ‘government’ and much recent scholarly attention—espe-
cially in the context of the deepening integration underway in the European Union—has been 
paid to examining different modes of governance, that is different types or styles of coordina-
tion and control (Bahr and Treib, 2007). An examination of governance calls attention to: i) 
the actors involved, ii) the rules governing the behaviour of actors, iii) the processes in place 
to facilitate interactions between actors, and iv) the mechanisms used to infl uence the policy 
making process (Zeitlin, 2009). We will use these four components as an analytical framework 
to assess and compare the governance of employment and training policy in Canada with other 
political systems and policy areas. Specifi cally we examine how employment and training are 
governed in the European Union and the United States, and also how the Canada Pension Plan 
and public health are governed in Canada. 

1. European Union

From six founding members in the early 1950s to 27 member states today, the European Union 
(EU) has been slowly moving toward a fully federal system of governance. For governing such 
a large territory composed of different economic and social structures, creative governance 
solutions—beyond command and control from the centre—needed to be found. In 1993 an 
infl uential White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment stimulated political 
consensus around the structural nature of Europe’s employment problem. This led to voluntary 
agreement among member states to coordinate their policy responses at the European level. 
The European Employment Strategy (EES) was offi cially launched in 1997 at the Amsterdam 
European Council, with its governance supported through a framework called the Open 
Method of Coordination (OMC). The EES and OMC are outlined in Articles 126 and 128 of the 
Treaty establishing the European Community. 

OMC governance involves fi ve stages, all of which impose deadlines, obligations, and common 
agendas that facilitate dialogue, progress and convergence among member states. First is the 
development of Employment Guidelines and Indicators, adopted by the Council (comprised of 
Employment Ministers from each member state) based upon a proposal from the European 
Commission (EC), the EU executive. Next, individual member states report on how they have 
integrated the guidelines into their national policies through the release of National Reform 
Programmes, allowing for cross-national comparisons and evaluation. On the basis of these 
plans, the Commission and Council issue a European-wide joint employment report that re-
views progress made at both the member state and EU level in response to the employment 
guidelines. Fourth are country-specifi c recommendations, proposed by the Commission and 
adopted by the Council, suggesting policy initiatives to address country-specifi c problems. The 
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publicizing of best as well as worst practices is intended to foster, with the support of public 
opinion, internal competition among the member states. The fi fth component is a mutual 
learning process where member states, with the fi nancial assistance of the EC, host peer review 
processes including study visits to member states focused around specifi c problem issues. 

From the very beginning the EES called for the involvement of a variety of actors. Ministers 
from member states usually meet around four times a year, supported by the Employment 
Committee (EMCO), a group made up of two civil servants per member state as well as the 
European Commission. The European Parliament is expected to give an opinion and issue an 
annual progress report. There is also a structured process for the Council and the Commis-
sion to consult regularly with the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the 
Regions. The European social partners have a treaty-based mandate to be consulted on the EES, 
and meet with EMCO twice a year. In 1998 and again in 2001, the EES Employment Guidelines 
were amended to bring civil society actors as well as regional and local governments into the 
process. 

There are mixed views on the effectiveness of both the European Employment Strategy and 
its OMC governance model. Certainly the involvement of non-state actors has increased sig-
nifi cantly, as European social partners are formally consulted on the EES and meet regularly 
with Council and Commission offi cials. This has also stimulated increased participation at the 
national level, where most member states have established new processes to involve their social 
partners, civil society representatives, and local and regional governments in the preparation 
and implementation of their National Reform Programmes (Zeitlin, 2005). OMC governance 
has pushed individual member states to upgrade their statistical monitoring and evaluation ca-
pabilities as they seek to provide comparable data for many key indicators, so that comparisons 
can be made and mutual learning take place (Kluve et al., 2007). New bodies and expert net-
works for monitoring and evaluation have been created, including the European Employment 
Observatory, which provides information, comparative research and evaluation on employment 
policies and labour market trends.10 Transparency has improved signifi cantly as ministers’ and 
committee meeting opinions, reports and outcomes are now posted on public websites.11 How-
ever, whether the OMC is just a ‘talking shop,’ or has delivered on fundamental change remains 
very much open to debate among academics (Hughes, 2001; Moller, 2010; Tommel, 2010). On 
the other hand, policy-makers generally view the OMC as a success, and certainly better than 
27 uncoordinated approaches (Begg et al., 2010). 

2. United States

Like Canada, the United States reformed the governance of many of its training programs in 
the late 1990s by decentralizing responsibility away from the federal level. This was partly due 
to the concern that there were ineffi ciencies and less than effective outcomes among many 
separate programs. The overall thrust of the reforms was to make employers, rather than 
unemployed workers, the primary customer of services (Troppe et al., 2007). This was possible 
because in the United States, unemployment insurance premiums are paid only by employers 
(that is, there is no worker contribution). 
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The reforms—specifi cally the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998—consolidated more 
than 60 Federal workforce-related programs into four grants to states and local workforce 
areas: Adult Employment and Training grants; Dislocated Worker Employment and Train-
ing grants; Disadvantaged Youth Employment and Training grants; and Adult Education and 
Literacy grants. These grant programs are administered by the federal Department of Labor, 
primarily through its Employment and Training Administration. Statutory formulas distribute 
funds to states based on measures of unemployment and poverty status for youth and adult 
allocations, and unemployment measures only for dislocated worker allocations. States in turn 
distribute funds to local workforce investment boards. WIA attempts to encourage productivity 
through a ‘high performance bonus,’ have been the subject of much criticism (Wiseman, 2010).

A central aspect of the reform was to establish more than 600 local Workforce Investment 
Boards (WIBs). Each of these organizations is responsible for administering the programs in 
its jurisdiction and for contracting with local organizations to provide the services. The WIBs 
typically contract with local community colleges, secondary school districts, and private com-
panies to provide the training. Private employers must comprise a majority of each Workforce 
Board and the chair must be elected from the private sector membership. Additionally, states 
themselves can enter into contracts with institutions of higher education, such as community 
colleges, or other eligible training providers to facilitate the training of a group of individuals. 

Evaluations of the reforms have been generally positive, especially in pointing to the engage-
ment of the private sector and the promotion of local fl exibility (Social Policy Research Associ-
ates, 2004). As well, cooperation between agencies has increased in many locations (Mason, 
2008). At the same time, results have not been consistent across the nation and criticisms have 
been raised about accountability measures that encourage meeting numerical targets rather 
than enhancing employability.

Although there has been decentralization, the federal level remains paramount in making deci-
sions with the state governments playing little role beyond service delivery in accordance with 
federally mandated requirements. However, unlike Canada, federal legislators assume a much 
larger role (Congressional Research Service, 2009). 

3. Canada Pension Plan

The Canada Pension Plan (CPP) created in 1966 is, like EI, funded entirely by contributions 
from workers and employers. Constitutional amendments in the 1950s and 1960s established 
pensions as a concurrent federal-provincial jurisdiction. As a result, provinces were entitled 
to reject the federal government’s plan for a national pension scheme and establish their own 
contribution-based pension. However, only Quebec did so, creating the Quebec Pension Plan 
(QPP) at the same time, which is largely similar to the CPP. While primarily a retirement 
plan, the CPP also provides disability, death, survivor and children’s benefi ts, and assists some 
disability benefi ciaries’ return to the workforce through vocational rehabilitation services and 
return-to-work supports.
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The governance of the CPP requires that substantive amendments receive the agreement of 
two-thirds of the provinces that participate in the CPP as well as any with comparable plans. 
As such, Quebec participates in decision making regarding changes to the CPP legislation, 
even though it administers its own plan. This is critical to ensure the portability of QPP and 
CPP benefi ts. Reforms are supported by the analysis and advice of a small group of experts 
drawn from the academic and the fi nancial services sectors who work closely with government 
bureaucrats. These experts, either individually or in small groups, are used a means to evaluate 
options and seek the perspectives of key stakeholders.

There is considerable public reporting for the CPP. Annual reports for both the CPP and the 
CPP Investment Board (which invests funds collected from workers and employers), detailing 
their activities, fi nances, and future objectives, must be submitted to Parliament and the public. 
Every three years, there is also an automatic review of the CPP and the Investment Board by 
the federal and provincial fi nance ministers. Commonly referred to as a Triennial Financial 
Review, this is an opportunity for policy shifts to be considered and approved. This review is 
partially based on the triennial reports of the Chief Actuary of the Offi ce of the Superintendent 
of Financial Institutions which provides a detailed examination of the sustainability and other 
factors related to the CPP. 

Signifi cant reforms of the CPP in 1997 added two important governance elements in the CPP 
legislation. First, an incremental full funding requirement now requires any new increases to 
benefi ts to be fully funded. In other words, their costs must be paid as the benefi t was earned 
and any costs associated with benefi ts that were paid but not earned would be amortized and 
paid for over a defi ned period of time. This reform was to avoid reforms that increase benefi ts 
without also at the same time ensuring that there were funds available to pay for these benefi ts. 
Second, a fail-safe mechanism was enshrined so that if Ottawa and the provinces cannot agree 
on reforms to keep the plan fi nancially sustainable in the long-term, contribution rates will 
increase automatically to meet half of the anticipated defi ciency (phased in over three years) 
and indexation of the CPP will be frozen for the next three years (Weaver, 2004). Both of these 
reforms were designed so that if decision makers are unable to agree on reforms, the fi nancial 
sustainability of the CPP is not jeopardized (Little, 2008: 248-50).

However, the CPP has a decades-long history of little federal-provincial tension, as govern-
ments have generally agreed on required reforms and adjustments. The governance regime has 
been able to accommodate the desire of Quebec for a separate pension scheme, yet also main-
tain a system that provides workers with the same benefi ts regardless of province of employ-
ment. From an international perspective, the CPP and QPP are lauded as maintaining a high de-
gree of policy coherence and stability when many other developed nations have seen signifi cant 
reforms in their pension schemes (Béland and Myles, 2005). This is particularly noteworthy 
since the CPP—unlike the other policy areas examined—is a specifi c program administered by 
the Government of Canada, rather than an intergovernmental agreement or framework that 
governs a program. A key feature of the CPP, which has been enhanced over the decades, is that 
data (on premiums, benefi ts, projections for the future, etc.) is available to all stakeholders. 
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4. Pan-Canadian Public Health Network

Over the past decade, a number of new institutions and processes have been established to 
improve the governance of Canada’s health system. Formed in 2004, the Public Health Agency 
of Canada (PHAC) is charged with developing national plans and systems for infl uenza pan-
demic and other infectious disease outbreaks in conjunction with provinces and territories. 
Federal/provincial/territorial (F/P/T) collaboration, as well as the development of new ways 
for government and experts to work together, is accomplished through the Pan-Canadian Pub-
lic Health Network, established in 2005 by Canada’s Federal, Provincial and Territorial  health 
ministers. Designed specifi cally to accommodate the principle of collaborative federalism, the 
mandate of the network is multi-faceted, ranging from facilitating information sharing among 
all jurisdictions in Canada, to working with and providing policy and technical advice to F/P/T 
deputy ministers of health on public health matters, to supporting the public health challenges 
jurisdictions may face during emergencies and/or crises. The development of collaborative 
public health strategies is another important area of focus for the network.12 

The Network is governed by a council, co-chaired by the chief public health offi cer of Canada 
(the federal co-chair) and a provincial co-chair. Each province or territory is represented on 
the council, usually by an assistant deputy minister of health or a chief (or associate) medi-
cal health offi cer. The council is accountable to the federal, provincial and territorial deputy 
ministers of health, and through them to the Council of Health Ministers. The network itself is 
comprised of academics, scientists, public servants and members of non-governmental orga-
nizations who together form six expert groups on the following topics: communicable disease 
control; emergency preparedness and response; Canadian public health laboratories; surveil-
lance and information; chronic disease and injury prevention and control; and health promo-
tion. In each of their areas of expertise these groups coordinate activities, conduct research 
and facilitate the sharing of information. The expert groups are supported as needed by issue 
groups. Fierlbeck (2010) identifi ed twenty-three permanent and fi ve temporary issue groups. 
While there is a public website, there does not appear to be a permanent secretariat associated 
with the network or centralized contact information. Anyone seeking additional information is 
encouraged to contact their provincial representative on the Council or the respective expert 
group. 

Assessment of the effectiveness of the network is mixed. While Fierlbeck reports that “there 
is ... unanimous agreement that the Pan-Canadian Public Health Network is far superior to 
the system that existed previously,” she also notes problems with the failure to facilitate and 
develop the main coordinating institution, the Public Health Agency of Canada (2010: 14). In 
her view there is little evidence of the political will and political leadership necessary to make 
the agency as effective as it could be using tools that are already present. In its 2008 review of 
PHAC, the Auditor General highlighted the diffi culty PHAC experienced in securing provincial 
cooperation, noting that the agency must rely on the goodwill of the provinces and territories 
and did not necessarily receive accurate, timely and complete information. 

McDougall (2009) also highlighted how the preservation of existing jurisdictional roles and 
responsibilities continues to trump policy effectiveness and respect for democratic principles. 
He is particularly scathing in his assessment of the work of the expert groups which, in his 
view, have achieved little substantive progress and “appear to be falling prey to much the same 
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forces: the recurring pattern is that provincial and territorial ministers of health grow weary of 
such structures due to the lack of results, and gradually withdraw” (McDougall, 2009: 27). He 
highlights problems of missed deadlines and the failure to reach F/P/T accords. 

Analysis

We turn now to a comparison of the key features of the fi ve governance models examined to ex-
tract elements that might be utilized in designing an improved governance model for employ-
ment and training policy in Canada. Table 2 summarizes the key features of employment and 
training policy in Canada, as well as the other jurisdictions and domains studied in this paper.

Table 2 Comparison of Governance Models

Governance 

Element

Employment 

& Training 

Policy in 

Canada

Employment 

& Training 

Policy in the 

EU

Employment 

& Training 

Policy in the 

US

Canada 

Pension Plan

Pan-

Canadian 

Public 

Health 

Network

Key Actors

Ministers & 
bureaucrats; 
no formal role 
for legislators 
or stakeholders 
(other than EI 
Commission).

Ministers & 
bureaucrats; 
formal role for 
EU parliament, 
EU institutions, 
social partners 
& civil soci-
ety at EU and 
member state 
levels.

Congress and 
related agen-
cies. State and 
sub-state agen-
cies. Employ-
ers are given 
a privileged 
position at the 
delivery level. 

Ministers and 
bureaucrats, 
with a sepa-
rate role for 
Quebec. Active 
participation of 
experts.

Ministers & 
bureaucrats; 
formal in-
volvement of 
academics, 
scientists, non-
government 
organizations.

Rules

Constitutional 
division of 
powers; EI 
legislation; fed-
eral-provincial 
and federal-ab-
original condi-
tional transfer 
agreements; 
federal con-
tracting rules.

EU Treaties 
defi ne roles. 
Supported by 
5 stage formal 
OMC process. 
Limited fi nan-
cial transfers 
except through 
European So-
cial Fund.

Congress 
remains 
paramount 
in allocating 
overall budgets 
and determin-
ing rules, but 
local agencies 
have fl exibility 
in design and 
delivery.

Concurrent 
constitutional 
powers; CPP 
legislation pro-
vides overarch-
ing framework; 
understanding 
to keep the CPP 
similar to the 
QPP (and vice-
versa). Program 
is delivered by 
Government of 
Canada.

Constitutional 
division of 
powers; rules 
set by Ministers 
of Health, not 
legislation. No 
formal agree-
ments or trans-
fer of funds.
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Interactions

FLMM involves 
executives 
only; otherwise 
interactions are 
primarily bi-
lateral; limited 
reporting or 
transparency. 
No arm’s length 
agents.

OMC process 
controlled by 
Ministers and 
EMCO. Exten-
sive multilat-
eral interaction. 
Transparency 
through web-
sites, reporting 
and external 
agents. 

Mostly focused 
on program de-
livery and en-
suring greater 
coordination at 
the local level. 
High level of 
program evalu-
ation.

Reliance on a 
small group of 
experts with 
Ministers 
of Finance 
given primary 
responsibility 
to manage this 
program.

Council reports 
through to 
Ministers of 
Health. Six 
expert groups 
plus issue 
groups un-
dertake work. 
Public website 
provides some 
information.

Major Causal 
Mechanism(s)

Conditional 
federal grants; 
informal mu-
tual learning.

External pres-
sure using 
benchmark-
ing; structured 
mutual learn-
ing; policy 
diffusion based 
on information 
exchange & 
comparison.

Conditional 
federal grants 
including 
performance 
bonuses; 
Congressional 
oversight and 
results from 
evaluations; 
feedback from 
employers. 

Desire to 
ensure CPP 
and QPP are 
complemen-
tary. Long-term 
and largely 
predictable 
trends (fi scal 
sustainability, 
retirement pat-
terns, etc.)

Mutual learn-
ing; pilot 
projects; policy 
diffusion based 
on information 
exchange.

The table makes clear that governance structures and processes vary considerably across policy 
domains and jurisdictions. In terms of the actors involved, Canadian governance tends to be 
executive-centred, much more so than in the United States and Europe where employers and 
other stakeholders have defi ned formal roles. The rules for the Canada Pension Plan, Canadian 
active measures under EI, and workforce investment in the US are outlined in formal acts of 
the national legislatures, although in the case of CPP concurrent jurisdiction ensures that pro-
vincial governments are part of the decision-making process. This formal legislative approach 
contrasts with the rules that govern both the European Employment Strategy and the pan-
Canadian Health Network. These are much softer, with greater ability to adapt and change. 
In all the cases examined—except for employment and training policy in Canada—the institu-
tional structures that facilitate interactions between actors or ensure transparency and public 
reporting are multilateral (not bilateral) in nature and include actors beyond just government 
executives. 

The governance models examined in this paper stress evidence-based policy making with con-
siderable dissemination of information to the public and to stakeholders, a situation which does 
not exist with employment and training policy in Canada. Finally, it is only in the employment 
policy domain in Canada and the United States that the main causal mechanism to infl uence 
behaviour and action is money. Most of the European Union techniques such as benchmarking, 
policy diffusion, and formal mutual learning receive little consideration in employment and 
training policy in Canada. Unlike the United States, in Canada there are no defi ned processes 
for feeding evaluation results or employer views into active labour market programming, other 
than on a province-by-province basis.

Table cont.
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Alternative Governance Model for Active Labour 
Market Programs in Canada

As identifi ed above, in other countries as well as other policy areas in Canada there are robust 
governance models that formally involve stakeholders beyond the executive, and also include 
greater transparency in accountability and reporting. The governance model we propose 
refl ects the nature of the Canadian federation, the outcome of past reforms in employment and 
training policy, and the lessons learned from our examination of other political systems and 
policy fi elds. 

Our objective below is not to design all the specifi c elements of a new governance regime, but 
rather to sketch the key reforms. These reforms to governance will lead to stronger policy that 
can sustain Canada’s workforce development. Our governance model has four features:

1. The creation of a national agency: The Canadian Labour Market Information 
Agency

This body would be charged with identifying, maintaining and disseminating labour market 
information; data gathering and analysis for comparative research across provinces/territories; 
monitoring and sharing best practices; assessing trends and policies across Canada and inter-
nationally; evaluating labour market program results (both Canadian and internationally) and 
comparative research. Its role would be to improve the quality, transparency and usefulness 
of labour market reporting and analysis. The agency would work with Statistics Canada, the 
Council of Ministers of Education Canada (CMEC), as well as federal departments, provincial 
governments and international bodies, such as the OECD. 

To some extent, the role of this agency has historically been within Human Resources and 
Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) and continues today with federal offi cials in Ottawa 
as well as labour market analysts present in most regional Service Canada offi ces across the 
country. The agency would take on these functions, as well as providing overall direction and 
support to the national sector councils currently under the control of HRSDC. Now that most 
labour market programming has been devolved, it is imperative that relevant data and informa-
tion—presented in a format that can be used by all (the federal government, provinces, business 
and labour groups, sector councils, etc.)—be made widely available. As such this agency, in part, 
could be created by transferring resources and staff that currently exist within HRSDC.13 The 
agency would be supported by a core team of government offi cials from all jurisdictions, as 
well as a network of correspondents from key stakeholders, including business, labour, experts, 
ASETS holders, universities and colleges, private networks of employment service providers, 
etc. It would perform a similar function with regard to employment and training to that per-
formed by the Canadian Institute of Health Information (CIHI) in the health sector and the 
Canadian Education Statistics Council in the education sector.
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2. A reformed and expanded FLMM with the mandate to act as a multilateral , 
pan-Canadian intergovernmental forum responsible for the collective deter-
mination of all aspects of employment and training policy in Canada

The forum, in its structure and modus operandi remains largely as it was in 1983 and now needs 
to refl ect the signifi cant shifts that have occurred over the course of several decades. The new 
FLMM’s role would include the development of strategic directions and vision, how this vision 
would be assessed, and how it would be implemented through the transfer of federal funds to 
provinces and territories. The FLMM would be the governing body for the Canadian Labour 
Market Information Agency, and would also be charged with negotiating the new round of 
comprehensive labour market agreements. It would play a central role in the design of any 
stimulus packages to combat increasing unemployment, such as that announced in the 2009 
budget. It would also act as the mechanism for provinces and territories to provide input into 
the EI income support program, and coordinate provincial social assistance programs with the 
federal EI program. 

The reform proposed to the FLMM would require that the federal government agree to a loss 
of its priority-setting prerogative. However, given that the objective of the reform is to strength-
en strategic (pan-Canadian) policy—which after all is the aim of the federal government—such 
a loss does not seem an insurmountable barrier. 

Among reforms to the FLMM to meet this new mandate are the creation of a larger and perma-
nent secretariat, the establishment of regular meetings of ministers and deputy ministers, and 
the enhancement of linkages with other intergovernmental forums, at a minimum the Council 
of Ministers of Education Canada and Immigration Ministers. The FLMM would be required 
to produce annual reports that address the accountability and transparency of labour market 
programs, as well as set in place a defi ned process to solicit the input of business, organized 
labour, aboriginal organizations responsible for ASETS programming, and other stakeholders 
involved in labour market policy in Canada. A key element of that discussion should include a 
process to discuss with employers in particular the present practice of funding active measures 
for EI claimants from the EI account. 

The reformed FLMM would also be able to determine if there is a role for non-governmental 
stakeholders in the forum. The experience of the corporatist experiments of the 1990s suggests 
caution in this regard. However, there may be mechanisms that could ensure a more robust 
engagement of business and labour in policy formulation. The US and EU experiences might 
prove of utility in this regard.

3. A consolidation of the many current bilateral federal-provincial agreements 
into one comprehensive agreement between the federal government and 
each province

In other words, each province would have only one labour market agreement with the federal 
government. The agreement would have a single funding formula (comprised of EI and CRF 
components), and a common set of accountability and reporting requirements, regardless of 
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client groups or program. The agreement should contain fl exibility so that a province could 
re-allocate funds say from disabled to older workers, should conditions dictate. This consolida-
tion process would be a key responsibility of the reformed FLMM and would facilitate strategic 
policy. 

We have not proposed a complete devolution of responsibility to the provinces, such as via a 
block funding arrangement. Although extracting the federal government altogether from the 
policy fi eld, and allowing the provinces to proceed autonomously and independently might 
seem appealing in its simplicity, there is little evidence that it results in superior outcomes. 
The international experience suggests that both orders of government need to be engaged and 
involved in labour market policy. Labour market policy is complex and linked, has national 
as well as regional and local dimensions, and, as we have indicated, requires horizontal coor-
dination with other policy fi elds from education to immigration. It is also unique in that the 
Government of Canada has constitutional jurisdiction for unemployment insurance and pro-
grams that assist the unemployed get back to work, and collects the necessary funds to operate 
active employment programs. The degree of conditionality and the use of the different funding 
sources for a new consolidated agreement are key issues that would need to be considered by a 
revitalized FLMM with input from important stakeholders. 

Such consolidation would not only reduce transaction costs, but more importantly, would 
ensure that employment and training policy are considered holistically and strategically. A 
consolidation also refl ects the long-term trend of treating all labour force participants equita-
bly, rather than in silos, be these persons with disabilities, older workers or others. The loss of 
visibility that would occur in respect to specifi c client groups is minor and would be compen-
sated by the greater attention given by labour market policy via the fi rst recommendation.

4. As part of the consolidation of agreements, and in keeping with greater mul-
tilateral decision-making, federal and provincial governments would fi nish 
the work needed to consolidate, affi rm and fully operationalize the devolu-
tion decision 

This would include negotiating the transfer of responsibilities for programs for youth and 
persons with disabilities to provincial governments. With the exception of programs for Ab-
original persons , the federal government would no longer oversee direct services provided 
to the unemployed or employers.14 It would also include negotiating an enhanced federal role 
in areas such as research, comparative benchmarking and pan-Canadian reporting, with full 
provincial support and participation. The reformed FLMM would be utilized to negotiate this 
fi nal realignment, to occur in the context of the consolidated federal-provincial agreements.
 

Conclusion

Labour market policy, especially for active programs, presents particular challenges for policy 
makers. Decisions must refl ect rapidly shifting economic and labour market conditions, often 
using limited and invariably incomplete data. Programs seek to intervene in the affairs of 
private actors—individuals and employers—whose behaviour is diffi cult to predict or infl uence. 
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Active labour market policy in Canada has been the locus of considerable reform in the past 
fi fteen years, with the devolution of programming representing a dramatic change. The gover-
nance model we propose, which encompasses both programs funded by EI and those funded 
from consolidated revenues, seeks to strengthen the positive aspects of the devolution, while 
addressing its shortcomings, including those identifi ed most recently by the Advisory Panel on 
Labour Market Information. 

The Canadian Labour Market Information Agency which we propose recognizes that decision 
making is, and will need to become more, decentralized and therefore requires an information 
base that is available to all. The shift to greater multilateral decision-making with the FLMM 
recognizes that some elements of labour market policy have pan-Canadian implications and 
that the current governance arrangements cannot adequately address these. The consolidation 
of existing agreements into a more comprehensive one is a general direction that governments 
have been pursuing although there is considerable work that remains. This consolidation needs 
to be undertaken in multilateral discussions. Lastly, as part of these discussions, the transfer of 
the remaining client groups (excluding programs for Aboriginal people) to the provinces is the 
logical conclusion to the devolution process. The governance reforms we propose are realistic 
and transformative ones that can be implemented in reasonably short order and will have im-
mediate positive impacts on Canadian labour market policy. 
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Endnotes
1. When the term “provincial” is used in this paper, it generally also includes territorial governments.
2. British Columbia, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland & Labrador and the Yukon 

initially signed co-managed agreements where the federal government retained responsibility for 
program design and delivery. 

3. This does not include Immigration Agreements which often contain a labour market component. 
In addition, the federal government has retained responsibility for aboriginal persons and youth, as 
well as pan-Canadian programming.

4. A recent Supreme Court ruling Confederation des syndicats nationaux vs. the Attorney General of 
Canada on December 11, 2008 confi rmed that the federal unemployment insurance power must be 
interpreted generously, and its dual objectives are to remedy the poverty caused by unemployment, 
as well as maintain the ties between unemployed persons and the labour market. See http://lexis-
nexis.ca/documents/Arvida-en.pdf for more information.

5. Quebec, Saskatchewan and Newfoundland and Labrador have retained provincial boards, while 
Ontario has a system of local boards.

6. Between 1985 and 1995, FLMM Deputy Ministers met twenty-one times and Ministers thirteen 
times. Post-devolution (between 1996 and 2008), federal-provincial Deputy Ministers met twelve 
times and Ministers only seven, a signifi cant decrease. There has been a seven year gap between 
Ministers’ meetings (2003-2010).

7. See http://www.imt-lmi.ca/eng/pdf/fi nal_report_pdf-eng.pdf for details.
8. See http://www.fl mm-lmi.org/english/View.asp?x=1103 and http://www.fl mm-cds.ca/english/View.

asp?x=1103  
9. Despite provisions for changes to the allocation formula available in the LMDA agreements, this for-

mula has not changed nor has the funding been increased since 1996. The amount of funds that can 
be allocated to active measures from the EI account is governed by the EI legislation, which imposes 
a ceiling of 0.8 per cent of insurable earnings that can be dedicated to active measures.

10. See http://www.eu-employment-observatory.net/index.aspx for details.
11. See http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=101&langId=en for details.
12. See http://www.phn-rsp.ca/About_e.html for details.
13. A model for such an agency is the European Employment Observatory (EEO). See: http://www.eu-

employment-observatory.net/index.aspx. The EU also has a separate Mutual Learning Programme, 
see http://www.mutual-learning-employment.net/contact-us/. The secretariat for both of these 
European Commission funded processes is provided by a private company, GHK Consulting. 

14. Given federal constitutional responsibility for Indians and land reserved for Indians, we believe that 
oversight for aboriginal labour market programming should remain with the Government of Canada.
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